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�e combination of visual communication design of food packaging and digital media art is the new trend. In this study, the visual
communication design of interactive packaging of Internet-famous food is analyzed, and an innovative identi�cation method of
the interactive packaging visual communication design based on arti�cial intelligence is put forward. �e weighted fusion rule of
conjunction disjunction double operators is used to fuse the innovative evaluation information of multiple expert groups on
interactive packaging, and �nally, the innovative multigroup discrimination results of interactive packaging are obtained.
Considering both the consistency of evaluation information and the contradiction of evaluation information, the weight factor is
introduced to achieve the balance between conjunction operator and disjunction operator. �e designed conjunctive disjunctive
double operator weighted fusion rule can support the contradiction handling in the innovative discrimination of interactive
packaging and has the advantages of convenient application and easy programming.

1. Introduction

Internet-famous food is a novel, popular snack food with
distinctive cultural transmission characteristics with the
emergence of new trends such as multimedia technology and
webcast. It has the properties of both food and network
information carrier. But food attribute is its essential at-
tribute. �erefore, when carrying out the innovation of its
interactive packaging visual communication design [1–9],
we must �rst consider its food attributes.

Under the severe situation of increasingly �erce market
demand, the food industry should not only work hard at the
level of market demand and strict control of food quality and
safety but also should further grasp the aesthetic charac-
teristics of the public, use artistic advertising creative design
to attract customers’ attention, expand publicity and plan-
ning, and establish brand awareness, so as to promote the
overall growth of food sales [10, 11]. Digital media art
[12–16] has the comprehensive characteristics of “sound,
image, form, and sound”, which has a key practical

signi�cance for accelerating the dissemination of informa-
tion content in the food industry and getting rid of the
restrictions of food advertising on time and indoor space.
Customers can use diversi�ed digital media technology and
Internet platforms to independently search for advertise-
ments related to food enterprises, strengthen the promotion
scope and resource sharing level of food advertising, and
indirectly expand the scope of food advertising.

With the strong support of a series of digital media
technologies, packaging designers show diversi�ed perfor-
mance e�ects according to the reasonable arrangement of
the visual e�ect elements such as color, graphics, and text,
and it also improves the intimate interaction with the public,
mobilize enthusiasm, and creative thinking and meets the
artistic needs of these people, and it further promotes the
development trend of creative design of food packaging in
the period of digital media technology [16]. Digital media art
combines electronic information technology with media art
to become a scienti�c and reasonable art with strong ex-
pressiveness and high scienti�c and technological content.
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Taking this as an opportunity, this paper carries out the
research on the visual communication design innovation of
Internet-famous food interactive packaging based on arti-
ficial intelligence. Firstly, the visual communication design
of interactive packaging of Internet-famous food is analyzed.
%en, taking the interactive packaging design of an Internet-
famous food as the object, using artificial intelligence al-
gorithm, an innovativeness identification method of inter-
active packaging visual communication design is proposed.

2. Analysis of the Visual Communication
Design of Interactive Packaging of Internet-
Famous Food

%e application of new media technology in food packaging
design can not only improve and update the visual elements
of the plan of food packaging materials but also introduces
more practical sensory stimuli, so as to improve the com-
petitiveness of products.

2.1.CommunicatingMoreProduct Information toConsumers.
%emore basic function of food packaging is not only to store
food commodities but also to display the basic information of
food, including the name, production date, shelf life, origin,
specification, and other basic information of the food. %e
digital media art plays a key role here, and Figure 1 shows
several examples of the Internet-famous food packaging
design enabled by digital media technology [17–20]. Many
contemporary food packages are printed with two-dimen-
sional codes and the application of the two-dimensional code
technology is to make full use of the information content
storage and expansion functions of digital media art. By
scanning the QR code, customers can obtain more and more
product-related information, so as to have a deeper under-
standing of the food categories. In fact, for example, the two-
dimensional code displayed on the package of a well-known
brand of milk containing beverage, and after scanning,
consumers can immediately log in to the manufacturer’s
official website. %e website presents the product variety, the
surrounding environment of the production site, the natural
environment of the production line, the natural environment
of milk raw materials, etc., so that customers can have a
deeper understanding of the manufacturer of milk containing
beverage and cannot help thinking that the product will
appear in similar transactions in the future.

At the same time, the two-dimensional code on the food
packaging generally has various decorations such as ani-
mation elements, so the visual impact is more prominent,
completing the unity of artistic beauty and practicality.

2.2. Building an Interactive Bridge between Products and
Consumers. AR technology is a digital media technology
commonly used in food packaging, especially in dairy pack-
aging. It plays a key role in combining food visual effect el-
ements to enhance the charm of food packaging. By using AR
technology, customers can use mobile phones and other de-
vices to scan the AR identification control module on food
packaging to obtain the content of interaction and

communication with AR, such as 3D display of the food origin
[18]. Customers can visit the origin of food in a 720° panoramic
view to obtain different visual effects of tourism experience.

It is not difficult to see that AR technology has built a
bridge for the interaction between customers and virtual
scenes, thus improving the interest and interactivity of food
packaging materials and bringing more in-depth shopping
experience to customers.

2.3. Realizing the Publicity andMarketing of Internet-Famous
Food Products. No matter what kind of digital media art it
may be, its application in food packaging is not rigid but
expressive and harmonious [19]. For example, the food
industry uses digital media art to apply various artistic
creative patterns, such as various animation element pattern
design, data element pattern design, and digital media
technology content, such as H5 web page, WeChat public
platform, and Sina Weibo post.

On the one hand, it conforms to the visual effect art
aesthetics of the product packaging design, increases the
visual effect art aesthetics of the food packaging, and attracts
more customers’ visual actual effect. On the other hand, it
also makes use of food packaging materials more extensive.
When customers appreciate this artistic creative pattern, it is
easier for them to take the initiative to master the technical
content of digital media in the pattern design, so as to
achieve the expected publicity planning and promotion
effect. In this way, food packaging reasonably connects the
gap between the data world and the physical world and
completes data marketing. %e application of digital media
art in food packagingmaterials has a certain inevitable trend,
which is also the main countermeasure to improve the
competitiveness of the food industry.

3. Innovativeness Identification Method of
InteractivePackagingVisualCommunication
Design Based on Artificial Intelligence

For the Internet-famous food product, there are many
feasible packaging design schemes in the process of

Figure 1: Food packaging design enabled by digital media
technology.
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interactive packaging design. With the deepening and
popularization of the innovative design in the food pack-
aging industry, the key technical problem to be solved is how
to distinguish the innovation of interactive packaging de-
sign, so as to provide basis for subsequent product pro-
motion and marketing.

3.1. Evidence -eory. It is a feasible way to identify the in-
novation of interactive packaging design that experts be-
longing to multiple groups evaluate the innovation of
interactive packaging design according to their own experi-
ence and wisdom and then integrate the evaluation infor-
mation of the multiple groups [21–25]. However, they are
affected by many complex factors, such as experts’ knowledge
background, practical experience, and the group interest they
represent, and the evaluation information given by the experts
from the multiple groups in the innovative evaluation of the
interactive packaging design is also highly uncertain. %e
fusion of multigroup evaluation information is essentially an
uncertain reasoning and decision-making process.

As an uncertain reasoning method, evidence theory has
unique advantages in information fusion and has been
widely used [26–34]. When the evaluation information of
the multiple groups supports the proposition that “the in-
novation of interactive packaging design is the best,” when
these evidences are fused together, the fusion results should
support this proposition to a greater extent. In other words,
the fusion rules should be able to achieve “downward focus,”
that is, the focus from a subset with a larger cardinality to a
subset with a smaller cardinality, so as to facilitate the de-
cision-making and judgment. Sometimes, the evaluation
information of some groups may be contradictory. For
example, for a certain two groups, one may think that “the
innovation of interactive packaging design is excellent” and
the other may think that “the innovation of interactive
packaging design is poor.” At this time, the two groups have
contradictory evaluation information on the innovation of
interactive packaging design.

In this case, the conclusion is that “the innovation of in-
teractive packaging design is excellent (the second group is not
trusted)” or “the innovation of interactive packaging design is
inferior (the first group is not trusted)” or “the innovation of
interactive packaging design is excellent or inferior (it is im-
possible to judge which group is not trusted)” will be drawn.
%erefore, when there are contradictions in the evaluation
information, the fusion rules should be able to achieve “up-
ward” processing, so as to delay the decision-making and avoid
unreasonable conclusions in case of evidence contradictions. It
can be seen that when there are contradictions in the evalu-
ation information of multiple groups, using the traditional
evidence fusion rules will produce a conclusion contrary to
common sense. %erefore, there is an urgent need for an
innovative identification method of interactive packaging
design that can deal with this contradiction.

3.2. Technology Roadmap. An innovative identification
method of interactive packaging visual communication
design is proposed as shown in Figure 2.

Its steps are as follows.

Step 1. Set the innovativeness evaluation level of interactive
packaging design as m levels： S1, S2, ..., Sm. From S1 to Sm,
the innovativenes decreases.

Step 2. Experts from n expert groups evaluate the innova-
tiveness of interactive packaging design.

Here, there are εi experts in the i-th expert group,
i � 1, 2, ..., n.

In the i-th expert group, the evaluation results of λi

experts is that “the innovation of interactive packaging
design definitely belongs to a certain level,” where the
number of experts who think the innovation of interactive
packaging design belongs to S1, S2,. . ., Sm” is εi1, εi2,. . ., εim,
where εi1 + εi2 + . . . + εim � λi; the evaluation results of μi

experts is “the innovation of interactive packaging design is
vague and belongs to one of several levels,” where the
number of experts who think the innovation of interactive
packaging design belongs to one level in Sx, . . . , Sy  is

Set the evaluation level for the innovation of
interactive packaging design

Experts from multiple expert groups evaluate the
innovation of interactive packaging design

Establishing an identification frame work for innovative
evaluation of interactive packaging design

Fusion of multiple mass functions
using WFR-CDDO

Calculate the trust interval of each evaluation
level on the identification frame work

Construct the comparison value matrix of the support
degree of the fusion results to each evaluation level

Determine the innovation level of interactive
packaging design

Figure 2: Innovativeness identification method of interactive
packaging visual communication design.
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εi,(x,...,y), where x � 1, 2, ..., m, y � 1, 2, ..., m, x≠y, and
. . . + εi,(x,...,y) + . . . � μi, λi + μi � εi.

Step 3. An identification framework for interactive pack-
aging innovation evaluation is established as

Θ � S1, S2, . . . , Sm . (1)

%e evaluation information of n expert groups is
regarded as evidence and further expressed as the basic
probability assignment function under the identification
framework Θ � S1, S2, . . . , Sm , which is expressed by mass.
%ere are n mass functions mass1, mass2, ..., massn. For
massi:

massi S1(  �
εi1

εi

,

massi S2(  �
εi2

εi

, . . . ,

massi Sm(  �
εim

εi

, . . . ,

massi Sx, . . . , Sy   �
εi,(x,...,y)

εi

, . . . .

(2)

Step 4. Weighted fusion rules of conjunction disjunction
double operators (WFR-CDDO) is adopted to realize the
fusion of n mass functions mass1, mass2, ..., massn.

%e expression of conjunction operator (CO) is

mass′(S) �
1

1 − k


Sp∩Sq∩ ...∩Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

( ...massn S
r

( ,

(3)

where mass′ represents themass function obtained by fusing
n mass functions mass1,mass2, ...,massn with conjunction
operator, Sp, Sq, ..., Sr ⊂ Θ, S � S1, S2, ..., Sm, ..., Sx, ..., Sy , ...;
k � Sp∩Sq∩ ...∩Sr�∅mass1(Sp)mass2(Sq) . . .massn(Sr) is a
contradiction coefficient, reflecting the contradiction degree
between N mass functions. If k is bigger, it means that the
degree of contradiction among n mass functions
mass1,mass2, ...,massn is higher.

%e expression of the disjunction operator (DO) is

mass″(S) � 
Sp ∪ Sq ∪ ...∪ Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

( ...massn S
r

( , (4)

where mass″ represents the mass function obtained by
fusing n mass functions mass1, mass2, ..., massn with dis-
junction operator.

%e expression of WFR-CDDO is

mass
‴

(S) � α · mass′(S) + β · mass″(S)

� α
1

1 − k


Sp ∩ Sq ∩ ...∩ Sr�S

mass1 S
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( mass2 S
q

(  . . . massn S
r

( 

+ β 
Sp ∪ Sq ∪ ...∪ Sr�S

mass1 S
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( mass2 S
q

( ...massn S
r

( ,

(5)

where α and β are the weighting factors of CO and DO,
α≥ 0, β≥ 0 and α + β � 1. If we use k as the weighting factor
of DO, that is, β � k, so α � 1 − k.

WFR-CDDO is further expressed as

mass
‴

(S) � 
Sp∩Sq∩...∩Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

(  . . . massn S
r

( 

+ k 
Sp∪Sq∪ ...∪Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

(  . . . massn S
r

( .

(6)

%en, n mass functions are fused through WFR-CDDO,
and the fusion results are calculated in turn as mass‴(S1)，
mass‴(S2)，. . .， mass‴(Sm)，. . .， mass‴( Sx, . . . ,

Sy})，. . ..

Step 5. Under the identification framework
Θ � S1, S2, . . . , Sm , the belief function and plausibility
function of level Sj are calculated as

Bel Sj  � 
Sp⊆Sj

mass
‴

S
p

( ,
(7)

Pl Sj  � 
Sp∩Sj ≠∅

mass
‴

S
p

( .
(8)

%ey form the trust interval [Bel(Sj), Pl(Sj)] of level Sj,
where j � 1, 2, . . . , m.

Step 6. Based on the trust intervals [Bel(S1), Pl(S1)],

[Bel(S2), Pl(S2)], . . . , [Bel(Sm), Pl(Sm)] of S1, S2, . . . , Sm,
we calculate the matrix:

Δ � Δj,l 
m×m

, (9)

where

Δj,l �
max 0, Pl Sj  − Bel Sl(   − max 0, Bel Sj  − Pl Sl(  

Pl Sj  − Bel Sj  + Pl Sl(  − Bel Sl( 
.

(10)

It represents the comparison between the degree of
support of the fusion result for “the innovation of interactive
packaging belongs to Sj” and the degree of support of the
fusion result for “the innovation of interactive packaging
belongs to Sl,” where Bel(Sl) andPl(Sl) are the lower limit
and upper limit of trust interval [Bel(Sl), Pl(Sl)] of level Sl,
respectively, and l � 1, 2, . . . , m.

Step 7. According toΔ � (Δj,l)m×m, ifΔj,l > 0.5, the degree of
support of the fusion result for “the innovation of interactive
packaging belongs to Sj” is higher than that of the fusion
result for “the innovation of interactive packaging belongs to
Sl,” which is recorded as Sj≻Sl. If Δj,l < 0.5, the degree of
support of the fusion result for “the innovation of interactive
packaging belongs to Sj” is lower than that of the fusion
result for “the innovation of interactive packaging belongs to
Sl ,” which is recorded as Sj ≺ Sl. If Δj,l � 0.5, the degree of
support of the fusion result for “the innovation of interactive
packaging belongs to Sj” is equal to that of the fusion result
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for “the innovation of interactive packaging belongs to Sl,”
which is recorded as Sj ≈ Sl. After judgment in turn, the
evaluation level with the highest degree of support is the
innovation level of interactive packaging design.

4. Case Study

%e shape, color, pattern, and material of packaging should
be able to arouse people’s favorite emotions because people’s
likes and dislikes play a very important role in buying
impulse. Favors come from two aspects.%e first is practical,
that is, whether the packaging can meet the needs of con-
sumers in all aspects and provide convenience, which in-
volves the size, size, beauty, and other aspects of the
packaging. %e same skin care cream can be packaged in
large bottles or small boxes. Consumers can choose it
according to their habits; the same products with exquisite
packaging are easy to be selected as gifts and those with poor
packaging can only be used by themselves. When the
packaging of the product provides convenience, it will
naturally arouse consumers’ favor.%e interactive packaging
design of a certain nut food is shown in Figure 3.

It is now necessary to identify the innovation of the
interactive packaging visual Chuangda design. %e imple-
mentation steps are as follows:

We set the innovative evaluation level of interactive
packaging as level 3: S1, S2, S3, which are superior, medium ,
and inferior in sequence. Experts from four expert groups
evaluates the innovation of interactive packaging visual
communication design. Here, the number of experts in-
cluded in the four expert groups are as follows: ε1 �25, ε2 �

28， ε3 � 30， and ε4 � 27. %e evaluation results of the
fourexpert groups on theinnovation of interactivepackaging
visual creative design are shown in Table 1–4, respectively.

%en, we construct the identification framework for the
innovative evaluation of the interactive packaging visual
creative design Θ � S1, S2, S3 .

%e evaluation information of the four expert groups is
regarded as evidence and further expressed as the basic
probability assignment function under the identification
framework, which is expressed by mass1, mass2, . . . , mass4.

For mass1, mass1(S1) � 0.8000, mass1(S2) � 0.0400,
mass1(S3) � 0.0400, mass1(S1, S2) � 0.0400, mass1(S2, S3) �

0.0400, and mass1(S1, S3) � 0.0400.
For mass2, mass2(S1) � 0.0357, mass2(S2) � 0.0714,

mass2(S3) � 0.7500, mass2(S1, S2) � 0.0357, mass2(S2, S3) �

0.0357, and mass2(S1, S3) � 0.0714.
For mass3, mass3(S1) � 0.8333, mass3(S2) � 0.0333,

mass3(S3) � 0.0333, mass3(S1, S2) � 0.0333, mass3(S2, S3) �

0.0333, and mass3(S1, S3) � 0.0333.
For mass4, mass4(S1) � 0.7778, mass4(S2) � 0.0370,

mass4(S3) � 0.0370, mass1(S1, S2) � 0.0741, mass1(S2, S3) �

0.0370, and mass1(S1, S3) � 0.0370.
Based on WFR-CDDO, mass1, mass2, . . . , mass4 are

fused.
CO is mass′(S) � 1/1 − kSp∩Sq ∩ ...∩ Sr�S mass1(Sp)

mass2(Sq) . . .mass4(Sr), where mass′ represents the mass
function obtained by fusing four mass functions with CO,

Sp, Sq, . . . , Sr ⊂ Θ， S � S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sx, . . . , Sy , . . .; k �

Sp ∩ Sq ∩ ...∩ Sr�∅mass1(Sp)mass2(Sq) . . .mass4(Sr).
DO is mass″(S) � Sp∪Sq ∪ ...∪ Sr�S mass1(Sp)

mass2(Sq) . . .mass4(Sr)，where mass″ represents the mass
function obtained by fusing four mass functions with DO.

%e expression of WFR-CDDO is

mass
‴

(S) � α · mass′(S) + β · mass″(S)

� α
1

1 − k


Sp ∩ Sq ∩ ...∩ Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

(  . . . mass4 S
r

( 

+ β 
Sp ∪ Sq ∪ ...∪ Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

(  . . . mass4 S
r

( .

(11)

It is further expressed as

Figure 3: %e interactive packaging design of a certain nut food.

Table 1: Evaluation results of the first expert group on the in-
novation of interactive packaging visual creative design.

S1 S2 S3 S1, S2 S2, S3 S1, S3

Number of experts 20 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2: Evaluation results of the second expert group on the
innovation of interactive packaging visual creative design.

S1 S2 S3 S1, S2 S2, S3 S1, S3

Number of experts 1 2 21 1 1 2

Table 3: Evaluation results of the third expert group on the in-
novation of interactive packaging visual creative design.

S1 S2 S3 S1, S2 S2, S3 S1, S3

Number of experts 25 1 1 1 1 1

Table 4: Evaluation results of the fourth expert group on the
innovation of interactive packaging visual creative design.

S1 S2 S3 S1, S2 S2, S3 S1, S3

Number of experts 21 1 1 2 1 1
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mass
‴

(S) � 
Sp ∩ Sq ∩ ...∩ Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

(  . . . mass4 S
r

( 

+ k 
Sp ∪ Sq ∪ ...∪ Sr�S

mass1 S
p

( mass2 S
q

(  . . . mass4 S
r

( .

(12)

According to WFR-CDDO, four mass functions
mass1, mass2, . . . , mass4 are fused. We calculate the fusion
results in turn: mass‴(S1)， mass‴(S2)，
mass‴(S3)，. . .， mass‴( Sx, . . . , Sy )，. . .:

(i) mass‴(S1) � 0.7638
(ii) mass‴(S2) � 0.0141
(iii) mass‴(S3) � 0.1011
(iv) mass‴(S1, S2) � 0.0422
(v) mass‴(S2, S3) � 0.0309
(vi) mass‴(S1, S3) � 0.0479

%en, we calculate on identification framework
Θ � S1, S2, S3 .

%e reliability function and plausibility function of S1 are
Bel(S1) � 0.7638 and Pl(S1) � 0.8539，which constitute the
trust interval of S1: [Bel(S1), Pl(S1)] � [0.7638, 0.8539].

%e reliability function and plausibility function of S2 are
Bel(S2) � 0.0141 and Pl(S2) � 0.0872，which constitute the
trust interval of S2: [Bel(S2), Pl(S2)] � [0.0141, 0.0872].

%e reliability function and plausibility function of S3
are: Bel(S3) � 0.1011 and Pl(S3) � 0.1799，which constitute
the trust interval of S3: [Bel(S3), Pl(S3)] � [0.1011, 0.1799].

Based on the trust intervals of S1, S2, S3, we calculate

Δ � Δj,l 3×3 �

0.5 1 1

0 0.5 0

0 1 0.5

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (13)

According to Δ � (Δj,l)3×3, Δ1,2 � 1> 0.5, so the degree
of support of fusion results for “the innovation of interactive
packaging visual communication design belongs to S1 ” is
higher than that of fusion results for “the innovation of
interactive packaging visual communication design belongs
to S2,” that is, S1 ≻ S2.
Δ1,3 � 1> 0.5, so the degree of support of fusion results

for “the innovation of interactive packaging visual com-
munication design belongs to S1” is higher than that of
fusion results for “the innovation of interactive packaging
visual communication design belongs to S3,” that is, S1≻S3.
Δ2,3 � 0< 0.5, so the degree of support of fusion results

for “the innovation of interactive packaging visual com-
munication design belongs to S2” is lower than that of fusion
results for “the innovation of interactive packaging visual
communication design belongs to S3,” that is, S2≺S3.

%erefore, the evaluation grade with the highest degree of
support for fusion results is S1, and the innovation of inter-
active packaging visual communication design belongs to S1.

5. Conclusions

As a comprehensive course across social sciences and hu-
manities and social sciences, digital media art can be applied

to the Internet-famous food packaging design, promote the
reform and improvement of visual communication design of
Internet-famous food packaging, make electronic infor-
mation technology and news media technology organically
combine with Internet-famous food packaging technology,
and give new meaning to Internet-famous food packaging.
When the evidence fusion rules in the classical evidence
theory deal with the evidence contradiction in the innovative
identification of interactive packaging visual communica-
tion design, they will get wrong results that are contrary to
the common sense. Compared with the evidence fusion rules
in the classical evidence theory, the conjunction disjunction
double arithmetic weighted fusion rules provided in this
study can support the contradiction processing in the in-
novative identification of interactive packaging visual
communication design.
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